Exotic, culinary, sustainable
3 new Green Pearls in Nepal, Peru and Allgäu

Darmstadt, 21st January 2016. Green Pearls is growing continuously. Three green hotels from Nepal, Peru and Germany are the newest additions to the portfolio of hand-picked, sustainable and unique places worldwide.

Regeneration in historic Nepal

Only a few meters away from the small village Pokhara in the middle of Nepal lays The Pavilions Himalayas Boutique Resort. The 15 spacious villas combine traditional Nepalese construction with modern components. During guided tours to Buddhist monasteries and Hindu temples, hikes to the foot of the Himalaya mountain and Himalaya cooking courses, guests experience the authentic Nepalese
way of life and their customs. A yoga and meditation room, a spa area with sauna, Ayurveda treatments and schooled therapists offer the ideal haven from stressful everyday life.

---

**Cook like Andean people in Peru**

During a stay at El Albergue, guests become harvest helpers during their vacation and discover the culinary side of Peru. The traditional farm experience offers the possibility to help with the vegetable harvest and afterwards cook a traditional lunch, Panchamanca. An oven built out of stones is heated with wood and the meat and vegetables covered in banana leaves are laid on top. Afterwards, the oven is covered with soil. Only an hour later, guests enjoy their menu with a fantastic view onto the Inka temple Ollantaytambo, the Pinkuylluna mountain and the Veronica glacier. In the over 200 year old lodge with 16 comfortable rooms, guests wind down consciously.

---

**Back to nature in the Allgäu**
The philosophy of Biohotel Eggensberger at the picturesque Hopfensee, lays its focus completely to nature. The holistic concept contains an organic kitchen with groceries from the family-owned organic farm, nature-wellness with therapeutic wellness areas, natural cosmetic products and sustainable transport facilities, as the discovery of the pre-alpine scenery by e-bike. In the first carbon-neutral hotel in the Allgäu, 50 electro-smog reduced, nostalgic rooms with natural sleeping systems offer their guests a relaxing sleep and maximum deceleration from the daily routine.

The German Green Pearls GmbH with place of business in Darmstadt, Germany unifies international tourism companies that support environmental protection and demonstrate social commitment. Thereby, Green Pearls is the first holding company worldwide that consolidates sustainable hotels, a destination and restaurants in a global data source.

Among the criteria of admission to Green Pearls, are a sustainability plan on management level, sustainable architecture, comprehensive water, energy saving and waste recovery measures, the use of seasonal and regional ingredients in the kitchen, as well as a large commitment for the social balance in each of the vacation regions.

If you are looking for media images in high resolution please click here. Further information about Green Pearls on www.greenpearls.com, on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram.
and Pinterest as well as on the Green Pearls Blog.
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